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Chapter

Introduction
The things you should know before you turn a single wrench.

T

hank you for purchasing our P&L Signature Series Turbo Kit. We hope you find several
years of enjoyment in your investment. But, before we get started allow a few minutes to
read through this chapter.

At P&L we’ve spent years pushing the limits of the Subaru line of turbocharged cars, and have
found that the best blend of power and longevity doesn’t come from the most expensive part that
you can put on your car, but the time you spend as an enthusiast understanding the most basic
principals of maintaining your vehicle.
Everything about this kit has been designed with the bare minimal of knowledge required. While
we’d love to make the design fool-proof enough for a layman to install, unfortunately this install
will require a basic level of mechanical competence. If you can change your oil, and install an
exhaust, you CAN do this! If not, we highly recommend you seek out a professional
establishment that SPECIALIZES in this type of vehicle.
Depending on your kit configuration, there are two things to sort out ahead of time. Our core kit
does not come bundled with an aftermarket boost solenoid and atmospheric blow off valve.
These are two options that are very specific to most tuners, so as opposed to needlessly driving up
the cost of the kit with something you may not even want to use, we chose to leave it open ended.
The final detail that you will need to address and install is an appropriate fuel system upgrade for
your kit.
Finally, we designed our kits to work in with the packaging of a top mounted intercooler. Front
mounted systems will require extra fabrication to properly mate to our systems placement.

TIP: If you haven’t, you should get in touch with your tuner of choice and make sure they’re

aware of your intentions as you will not be able to start the vehicle properly without their
assistance at the end of the install process. If you do not have a relationship established with a
tuner, and would like us to assist you in your tuning needs, do not hesitate to contact our
professional engine management specialists at 1-847-678-4311.
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Before you get started installing your turbocharger kit, it would behoove you to do several simple
inspections to determine if your vehicle is ready for what you are about to ask of it.
•

Perform a compression and leak down test on the engine. If the vehicle is at the lower
end of the accepted range of compression, then accept the fact that the engine has aged
gracefully, and while perfectly capable of giving tens of thousands of miles of use, you
should have it tuned with a level of mechanical sympathy to allow for a longer service life.

•

Consider the service life and operation of driveline components. On average, upgrades of
this nature can command anywhere from 50 to 100% more output over the factory tune.
Axles, differentials, transmissions, and clutch assemblies will need adequate consideration
to make sure they can handle those output levels.

•

Consider the suspension and braking system of the vehicle. With extra power comes
more inertia. This is the single most overlooked item in an upgrade path. Unfortunately,
this oversight has lead to needless vehicle accidents.

•

Perform all other maintenance for your vehicle. Timing belt services, spark plugs, fluids,
etc.

Always obey local, state, and federal laws when operating your motor vehicle!
Your vehicle will be significantly different after this install.
Please understand, you have a lot more inertia pushing you then you have been used to.
Please be careful! It’s going to take significantly more brake effort to stop the car as well.
Again, please be careful!

3
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Chapter

Inventory Overview
Make sure your kit is complete prior to starting your install.

T

hank you again for the purchase of your P&L Signature Series Turbo Kit. In this section
we will spend some time reviewing the extensive components and assemblies that came
packaged with your kit. Give yourself plenty of room, and take some time to layout, and
identify the components you’ll be using.

If you find that a component is missing, or you have any question, call us immediately at
1-847-678-4311.
You’ll find that the vast majority of the more complicated assemblies have come pre-assembled to
ease installation. Otherwise, you’ll find that the components come packaged in numbered bags to
ease verification and to help promote a straight forward assembly.
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Inventory Checklist
√

Quantity Description

Identifier

1

Intake assembly package

1

1

Power steering high pressure line assembly

2

1

Turbocharger assembly

3

1

Top mount intercooler mating package

4

1

Down pipe and gasket assembly package

5

1

External waste gate and dump tube package

6

1

Catch can and breather assembly package

7

1

Paper instruction manual

1

Instruction manual CD-ROM

2

P&L Motorsport vehicle stickers

5
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Chapter

Vehicle Disassembly
Taking your vehicle apart: The easy way…

I

n this section, we’ll take you through the step by step process to remove the factory
components from your vehicle. Give yourself plenty of time. For the initiated, this could
take hours. For the new enthusiast, plan on allowing at least a weekend to complete this
project.

NOTE: The vehicle used is a 2005 Subaru Impreza STI. We referenced other model years
where appropriate. We clearly labeled updated imagery for other model years. The 2005 model
year bridges the gap between all prior and the most recent years, thus being the logical choice for
an all encompassing installation guide.
We’ve outlined this procedure so no special tools are required above the standard tools one would
expect to find in the average enthusiast’s toolbox. Including, but not limited to:
•

Flat head and Phillips screwdrivers

•

Full metric deep and short well socket set and ratchet (6MM-22MM)

•

Full metric combination wrench set and ratchet (6MM-22MM)

•

Metric hex head (allen key) set

•

Diagonal cutters

•

Standard and needle nose pliers

•

Band-aids… (you never know)

TIP: Photograph references start in the upper left corner, moving counter-clock wise.
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Prepare and protect work area

Give yourself plenty of room, and properly protect the work area with fender covers to prevent
scratches and dents.
In the event that you do not have fender covers, a high quality, thick terry cloth towel will still
offer some protection against scratches.
While an automotive lift greatly simplifies the install, a regular floor jack and jack stands will be
adequate for this install.
PLEASE! Use jack stands! They are very important!
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Disconnect battery

Using a 10MM wrench or short socket, disconnect the negative battery terminal, and isolate it
away from the battery.

8

Remove splash tray

These instructions apply to the 2005 Subaru Impreza STI. Other model years between 2002-2007
will be similar.
Remove the five 12MM bolts on the front of the splash tray using a deep well 12MM socket.
Depending on the vehicle model year, you will need to remove several push pins on the outside
rear of the splash tray and rear of the splash
tray.

TIP: To facilitate removal of the push pins,

use a small flat head screwdriver to pop out the
center of the retaining tab, and then remove
the entire push pin and set aside for reassembly.
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Drain fluids
Drain the oil and coolant from the vehicle. (Photo 1 and 2) The oil pan drain bolt is located on
the driver side of the engine oil pan.

TIP: 2.0L engines have their drain pan bolt
located on the passenger side of the pan.

Use a 17MM closed end wrench to remove
the bolt and drain the engine oil into an
appropriate vessel for disposal. Reinstall the
oil drain plug with a new factory crush
washer. Remove the oil filter and replace it
with a new factory unit.

TIP: Now is the time to inspect the oil for any metal flake. That would indicate engine bearing
damage. A light colored “milk shake” consistency indicates a head gasket failure. If that is the
case, repair the engine before continuing the install.
At the same time we will be draining the
engine coolant.
The radiator petcock is located on the lower
passenger side corner of the radiator
assembly. (Photo 3) Place a clean vessel
underneath the petcock and open the valve to
drain the coolant from the vehicle.
Optionally, you can install a hose onto the
petcock fitting to facilitate a cleaner
evacuation of the coolant.
If your coolant is within its service life and the
container clean enough, you can recycle your
coolant after the install.
WARNING: Vehicle components and fluids
may be hot on a recently operated vehicle.
Allow vehicle to cool completely before
draining fluids!
WARNING: Always dispose of automotive
fluids properly! Careless disposal is an
environmental and health hazard!
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Remove Intertercooler
The following step applies directly to all 2002-2007 Subaru Impreza, turbo applications.

Using an 8MM socket and extension loosen
the 2 worm clamps on either side of the
throttle body coupler. (Photo 1)
TIP: A screwdriver can also be used to
remove the worm clamps.
At the same time loosen the worm clamp that
connects the intercooler to the turbo charger
compressor outlet. (Photo 2)
Disconnect the breather lines attached to the
hard pipe bolted to the front of the
intercooler. One hose is located on the driver
side (Photo 3), and two on the passenger side.
(Photo 4)
…continued.
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Using a 12 MM socket and extension, remove
the two bolts on either side of the intercooler.
(Photo 1 and 2)
Disconnect the compressor bypass valve
hose. (Photo 3)

TIP: The compressor bypass valve has two

hoses. The small one attaches to a source of
vacuum, and the large one vents back to the
factory inlet hose. Remove the small one for
now.
Using 12MM socket and extension, remove
the two bolts that hold the compressor
bypass valve to the intercooler. (Photo 4)
Using both hands on either side of the
intercooler, remove the intercooler assembly
out of the engine compartment. (Photo 5)
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Apply penetrating fluid to fasteners

Generously apply a penetrating fluid (Liquid Wrench, PB Blaster, etc) to all exhaust side fasteners.
The headers to up-pipe assembly, as well as all turbo and down pipe bolts are most critical. Apply
a generous amount to these locations, and any fastener that appears oxidized.
Allow at least half an hour for this step to be most effective.
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Remove turbo heat shield

Use a short well 10MM socket to remove the turbo heat shield bolts.

TIP: Shown is a 2008+ heat shield, but other years are very similar.
Remove the heat shield from the vehicle.

14

Removing inlet snorkel

Using a 10MM socket, remove the two 10MM bolts that hold the leading edge of the inlet snorkel
to the radiator support. The inlet snorkel is then pulled straight away from the passenger fender
well. The snorkel is pressed into the silencer assembly in the air box, so the fit may be snug.
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Remove air box assembly
Using an 8MM socket and extension loosen
the 2 worm clamps on either side of the air
box to turbo inlet accordion hose. (Photo 1)

TIP: A regular screwdriver can be used on
these worm clamps.

Disconnect the mass air flow sensor from the
top of the air box lid. (Photo 2)
Unsnap the air box lid from the lower air box
assembly. (Photo 3)
Remove air box lid and accordion hose
assembly and set aside. (Photo 4)

TIP: Carefully remove the mass air flow

sensor from the air box lid. Clean the mass
air flow sensor thoroughly with a nonchlorinated brake cleaner, or some sort of
electrical contact cleaner. Set mass air flow
sensor aside in a safe place as it is VERY
fragile.
…continued.
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You can see what the air box looks like with
the lid removed. (Photo 1)
Using a 12MM socket and a long extension,
remove the two 12MM bolts that attach the
air box feet to the edge of the frame rail.
(Photo 2)
Remove the air box assembly by pulling
straight up on the fender side of the lower air
box assembly. (Photo 3)
A photo of what the air box looks like
removed from the engine compartment.
(Photo 4)
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Removing inlet hose assembly
For most, this becomes the point of no return. The fast way of doing this requires destroying the
inlet hose assembly. If you plan on keeping the hose this will require removing the intake
manifold. Please refer to the factory service manual for that procedure.
This step by step is specific to the 2004-2007 Subaru Impreza WRX and STI. The 2002-2003
model years are very similar and still use the majority of this procedure.

TIP: You’ll want a small hand saw that you can use to remove several of the fittings molded to
the factory turbo inlet hose.
NOTE: The inlet hose is not required for this kit. But, if you plan on putting your car back to
stock at a later date, you should go through the effort of removing the intake manifold, preserving
the inlet hose.
WARNING: Use caution when sawing! Several of the engine wiring harness looms and fuel
lines run in the vicinity of the area you will be working in.
…continued.
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Disconnect the engine blow by sensor located
on the top of the turbo inlet hose, right in
front of the turbo charger compressor inlet.
(Photo 1)

TIP: The blow by sensor is not located on
Pre 2004 models.

Using a pick or small flat head screwdriver
remove the breather hose clamped onto the
fitting on the inside of the turbo inlet hose by
the turbo charger. (Photo 2)
Using the same technique, remove the
retaining clamp from the passenger side valve
cover. (Photo 3)
Remove the evaporative return line attached
to the top of the turbo inlet hose right after
the 90 degree bend at its opening. (Photo 4)
…continued.
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Disconnect head breather line from turbo
inlet hose right behind the power steering
pump. (Photo 1)
The compressor bypass valve return hose is
secured to the rear of the turbo inlet hose
with a clamp.

In most cases, the clamp is spun out of the
way making it impossible to remove without
removing the intake manifold. (Photo 2)
In this scenario it is necessary to saw off the
fitting using a hand saw. (Photo 3 and Photo
4)
…continued.
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Once sawed through, the bypass return hose
is pulled out of the engine compartment with
the compressor bypass valve still attached.
(Photo 1)
Next, saw the blow by sensor fitting off the
rear of the turbo inlet hose. (Photo 2)

Using a 8MM socket on a long extension,
loosen the worm clamp that secures the inlet
hose to the turbocharger. (Photo 3)
Using a 10MM socket on an extension,
remove the 10MM bolt that secures the
passenger side of the accessory belt guard.
(Photo 4)
…continued.
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Using a 10MM socket and extension remove
the 10MM nut that secures the driver side of
the accessory belt guard. (Photo 1)
Using a 14MM socket unbolt the power
steering feed line from the top of the power
steering assembly. (Photo 2)

TIP: Replace the banjo copper washers with
the new ones included in your kit.
Carefully bend the power steering line far
enough to clear the path of the turbo inlet
hose. (Photo 3)
Using a 6MM hex head wrench, unbolt the
turbo inlet hose from the manifold assembly.
(Photo 4)
…continued.
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Saw off the breather line fitting off the side of
the turbo inlet hose, behind the power
steering pump. (Photo 1)
Grab the front of the turbo inlet hose and
slide it up and out from under the intake
manifold. (Photo 2 and Photo 3)

(Photo 4)
Congratulations! You have now completed
the single hardest part of this install. If you
got this far, none of the other steps will daunt
you.
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Disconnect engine bulkhead harness
Disconnect the connectors bolted to the
passenger strut tower. (Photo 1 and Photo 2)

TIP: Non drive by wire cars (2002-2005

WRX) and select drive by wire models may
have a third connector with 2 wires coming
from it. That is the factory EGT sensor.
Disconnect it as well.
NOTE: 2006+ vehicles will have additional
harness connectors. In short, if something is
connected there, disconnect it.
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Unbolt oil feed line from turbocharger

Using a 14MM socket and extension, remove the turbocharger oil feed line located on the top of
the factory turbocharger.

TIP: Use caution to not lose the factory copper crush washers on removal.
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Remove Down pipe
Using a pair of 14MM wrenches, remove the
two bolt/nut combinations on the top of the
down pipe. (Photo 1)
From the bottom of the car, remove the 3
14MM nuts off the studs on the turbine
exhaust housing. (Photo 2)
From the bottom of the car, locate and
disconnect the rear oxygen sensor. (Photo 3
and Photo 4)
Using a 14MM socket and extension, remove
the down pipe to transmission bracket bolt.
(Photo 5)
TIP: OEM Down pipes have an additional
bracket on the side of the transmission. (Photo 6)
TIP: At the rear of the down pipe, use a 14 and
12MM wrench or socket to remove the spring
bolt hardware that attaches the down pipe to the
remainder of the cat-back.
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Remove Turbocharger
NOTE: The following instructions are
specific to the 2005 STI, but are generally the
same for most model year Impreza, from
2002-2007.
Remove the coolant return hose from the
expansion tank. (Photo 1)

Remove the coolant feed hose from the turbo
coolant nipple. (Photo 2)

Using two 17MM wrenches, unbolt the turbo
oil feed line. (Photo 3)
WARNING: Make sure you use two
wrenches, supporting the other end of the
hard line.
Using a 14MM socket and long extension
unbolt the turbo chargers 3 up-pipe mounting
nuts, located along the bottom of the center
cartridge.
Using a 12MM socket, remove the passenger
intercooler support bracket.
…continued.
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Remove the Turbocharger assembly by lifting
it straight up and out of the engine
compartment. (Photo 1)
NOTE: A pinch clamp holds the oil return
line in place.
It’s a good practice to block off all internal
engine orifices. (Photo 2)
This prevents any accidental damage to
internal engine components.
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Remove Up-pipe bracket
Using a 14MM socket and extension, unbolt
the outer Up-pipe support bracket. (Photo 1)
Using a 14MM socket and extension, unbolt
the inner Up-pipe support bracket. (Photo 2)
Using a 14MM offset wrench, unbolt the
inner Up-pipe support bracket from the
transmission. (Photo 3)

TIP: In Photo 3, the front of the vehicle is
oriented at the bottom of the photograph.
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Remove expansion tank lines

Use a set of pliers to remove the clamps that hold the expansion tank lines. Remove the
expansion tank lines from the radiator and overflow tank.

TIP: 2004 and earlier model years typically came with metal expansion tanks. They attach and
function identically to the plastic units.
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Unbolt Breather line bracket

Using a 12MM socket and extension, remove the breather support bracket from the passenger
side rear corner of the Intake Manifold assembly.
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Remove Silencer
The silencer is located in the passenger side
front fender well. (Photo 1)
Using a 10MM socket, remove the support
nut between the inlet and outlet ports on the
passenger fender well. (Photo 2)

Carefully unclip and peel back the inner
fender liner to expose the silencer from the
bottom of the car.
Using a 10MM socket and extension, unbolt
the lower support nut from the silencer
assembly. (Photo 3)
Pull the silencer assembly out from the
bottom of the car. (Photo 4)

TIP: Leave the fender liner unbolted and
exposed for now.
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Remove Up-pipe

Use an Oxygen Sensor socket to carefully remove the factory front oxygen sensor (Photo 1Arrow)

TIP: The front sensor is located on the passenger side of the exhaust manifold.
Remove the 4 bolts that hold the passenger side manifold heat shield to the exhaust manifold
(Photo 1 and Photo 2)
Remove passenger side manifold heat shield, exposing the up-pipe assembly mounting bolts.
(Photo 3)
Using two 14MM wrenches, remove the two bolts the attaché the Up-pipe assembly to the
Exhaust Manifold. (Photo 4)
Remove by pulling the up-pipe up and out of the engine compartment.

TIP: If you find that the Up-pipe won’t maneuver, slightly jack the motor up by placing a 2x4
under the oil pan, and using a floor jack. You shouldn’t have to go more then a ¼ to a ½ an inch,
so the motor mounts should not need to be unbolted.
Also note, any attempt to raise the motor beyond a ¼ to ½ inch will require the removal of
the engine pitch stop. The pitch stop is located on the firewall, and connects to the top of
the transmission bell housing.
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Remove power steering lines
Take a moment to look at the lay of the land
for this next step.
The power steering lines join the rack and
pinion system near the passenger front axle.
(Photo 1)

The passenger valve cover location also
highlights several mounting points. (Photo 2)
Using a 19MM and 17MM wrench, unbolt
the power steering lines. (Photo 3 and Photo
4)

Using a 10MM socket, unbolt the power
steering line from behind the coolant
expansion tank. (Photo 5)

…continued.
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Using a 12MM socket and extension, unbolt
the coolant expansion tank. There are 3
fasteners, Two bolts on the top and one nut
on the side. (Photo 1, Photo 2, and Photo 3)

Unbolt the power steering line from the
power steering line from the reservoir.
Properly drain the power steering fluid and
remove the lines from the engine
compartment. (Photo 4)

35
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Vehicle Assembly
An exercise in patience…

A

t this point you’re beyond the half way point. To facilitate assembly, your kit has come
packaged in logical assemblies. While these directions are specific to the 2005 USDM
Subaru Impreza WRX STI, you’ll find that well over 95% of these directions are
verbatim to several model years before or after that model year.

Where appropriate, we’ve made mention of steps that have minor differences across model year,
but if in doubt, call us M-F from 10AM to 6PM CST at 1-847-678-4311.

TIP: Photograph references start in the upper left corner, moving counter-clock wise.
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Loosen bulkhead harness
Locate the bulkhead harness in the passenger
corner of the engine compartment. (Photo 1)
Locate the zip tab that secures the harness to
the frame rail. (Photo 2)

Using diagonal cutters, separate the retainer
from the frame rail. (Photo 3)
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Attach power steering line to pump
Locate the power steering high pressure line
and adapter unit supplied in our kit. (Photo 1)
The power steering inlet is the outermost of the
two fittings on the steering rack if you’re
looking at the connections from the front of
the car. (Photo 2).
Using a large 22MM socket and extension slip
the socket over the entire line and carefully
bend the line to a perpendicular position, being
careful not to kink or break the line. (Photo 3
and Photo 4)
…continued.
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Using a 14MM and 17MM wrench, attach the
adapter unit to the power steering hard line.
(Photo 1)

TIP: Only twist the swivel fitting, not the hard
pipe!

Attach and tighten the high pressure line to the
adapter fitting using a 7/8” and 21MM wrench.
Route the high pressure line under the intake
manifold (in the area the factory inlet hose used
to be). (Photo 2)
Using the two supplied copper washers on
either side of the banjo fitting, attach the power
steering line to the power steering pump.
(Photo 3).

TIP: Hold the high pressure line towards the

outside of the car while hand tightening the
banjo bolt. Do not tighten the banjo bolt on
the pump yet. (Photo 4)
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Separate OEM power steering line
Separate the rack side of the power steering line
using a 10MM socket. (Photo 1)
Using something like cutters or needle nose
pliers, separate the bracket that holds the other
end of the lines together. (Photo 2 and Photo
3)
Identify the return line by the rubber “S
shaped” hose on one end of the line. (Photo 4)
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Install power steering return
Reinstall the factory return line to the rack
using a 19MM and 17MM wrench. (Photo
1)

TIP: Only tighten the swivel portion of
the fitting, not the hard pipe!

Remove “S hose” from the other end of
the return line with a set of pliers. (Photo
2)
Position the power steering line so that it
travels along the frame rail. (Photo 3)
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Using a zip tie, tie off the power steering line
to the brake lines located by the bulk head
harness. (Photo 1 and Photo 2)

TIP: Make sure to not tie off the bulk head
harness. We will address it at a later point.

Cut the “S hose” recently removed near its
first bend, and slip that onto the return line
and the reservoir tank. (Photo 3)
Re-secure the lines using the clamps removed
on disassembly.
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Attach oil return line to head
Locate the oil return tube on the back of the
passenger head. (Photo 1)
Apply a generous amount of oil to the pipe
and inside of the hose and press the oil return
hose onto the fitting. (Photo 2)
Slip on a worm clamp and tighten the line at
its base.

TIP: Make sure the hose extends all the way
to the bottom of the return tube.
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Wrap bulkhead harness
Locate the bulkhead harness at the rear of the
passenger frame rail and slide the pre-cut piece
of aluminized heat wrap around the harness.
(Photo 1 and Photo 2)

TIP: Make sure the aluminized (shiny) side of
the wrap faces away from the harness.

Use two zip ties to wrap and secure the wrap
around the harness. (Photo 3)
Use one zip tie to attach the harness tight
against the brake lines along the strut tower.
(Photo 4)
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Bend oil feed line
Slip a 17MM deep well socket and extension
over the oil feed line located on the passenger
side rear head. (Photo 1)
CAREFULLY bend the oil line so that the
head of the line is in a straight line with the
fitting on the other end of the line. Photo 2
through Photo 4)

45

Photo 1 and Photo 2 show other angles of
how the line should be oriented.
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Cut and bend breather pipe
Locate the breather support bracket located at
the rear of the passenger side head, under
where the new high pressure power steering
line is. The position of the arrow is where we’ll
be cutting through the bracket. (Photo 1)
Using a hand saw cut through the point listed
above. (Photo 2)
Insert a long pry bar between the rear of the
bracket and the transmission bell housing.
(Photo 3 and Photo 4)
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Gently apply pressure and bend the pipe so it
is almost underneath the intake manifold.
(Photo 1)
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Remove power steering bracket
Using a 12MM socket remove the power
steering bracket bolted to the passenger side
of the intake manifold. (Photo 1)

TIP: One of the retaining bolts is located
along the rear of the manifold (Photo 2)

Unclip the engine harness from the bracket to
complete removal of the bracket (Photo 3)
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Install turbo assembly
Locate your turbocharger assembly and remove
it from its bag. (Photo 1)

TIP: A helper makes this portion of the install
easier.

Standing on the passenger side of the car, hold
the turbo assembly as shown and slowly slip it
down along the rear of the motor. (Photo 2
through Photo 4)
…continued.
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Twist the assembly so that the up-pipe holes
line up to the exhaust manifold assembly.
(Photo 1 and Photo 2)
Carefully check clearance of the oil feed hard
line. If you find that the turbo does not allow
enough clearance, remove turbo assembly and
gently tweak the oil line as done prior. (Photo
3 and Photo 4)
…continued.
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From underneath the car, slide in the two bolt
manifold gasket and secure with the supplied
hardware. Do not tighten any of the
hardware at this time. (Photo 1 through
Photo 3)

TIP: You can reach up behind the cross

member and support the top of the turbo
charger with one hand. That will make it easier
to align the up-pipe and install its hardware.
(Photo 4)
…continued.
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Check clearance of the power steering return
line, and re-adjust if necessary to maintain
clearance from the wastegate assembly.
(Photo 1)
Using a 4.5MM hex wrench and 8MM
wrench, attach the dump tube to the
wastegate unit. Make sure to keep at least ½”
clearance from the axle CV joint. (Photo 2)
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Modify blow-by sensor
Remove the pin located in the blow-by sensor
removed on disassembly with a pair of needle
nose pliers. (Photo 1)
Insert the pin into the factory harness
connector, shorting the two contacts. (Photo
2)

TIP: Seal the connector with electrical tape
to prevent corrosion.
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Install down-pipe
From under the car, slide the mouth of the
down-pipe up towards the turbo. (Photo 1)
Hook the down-pipe support bracket on the
transmission hanger located near the rear of the
transmission and loosely secure with the
supplied hardware. (Photo 2)
From the top, slide the down-pipe gasket
between the down-pipe mouth and
turbocharger exhaust housing and secure with
the supplied bolts. (Photo 3 and Photo 4)

TIP: Leave the transmission bracket and turbo
to down-pipe hardware finger tight.

Go back and check all clearances up to this
point. If nothing else needs to be adjusted,
start by tightening the two bolt flange at the
bottom of the up-pipe, and then proceed to
tighten the down-pipe to turbo hardware,
transmission bracket hardware, finally reattaching the cat-back portion of the exhaust to
the down-pipe using the factory hardware
retained during disassembly.
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Install oil feed line
Using a 17MM and 16MM wrench tighten oil
feed adapter to OEM oil feed hard line. (Photo
1 and Photo 2)
Install and tighten oil line to adapter using a
16MM and 9/16” wrench. (Photo 3)
Using a small funnel or syringe, prime the turbo
charger with some engine oil. The oil feed
fitting is on the top of the turbo charger
assembly. (Photo 4)
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Wrap oil line around the front of the turbo
charger assembly and attach to the turbo
charger using a 9/16” wrench. (Photo 1)
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Connect oil return line
Slide heat protective sheath onto the oil return
line. (Photo 1 and Photo 2)
Slip a worm clamp onto the oil return line.
Slide oil return line to oil return fitting located
on the bottom of the turbo charger and tighten
the worm clamp. (Photo 3)
Slide protective sheath up and over the newly
tightened clamp. (Photo 4)
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Connect water feed line
Locate the water feed fitting on the back of
the passenger head. Slide the water return line
onto the fitting and clamp using the supplied
worm clamp. (Photo 1 and Photo 2)
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Take the supplied fitting marked “Water line
A” screw it onto the water feed fitting on the
turbo charger. The feed side is located on the
outside of the assembly, facing the passenger
fender. (Photo 1)
Slip the heat protective sheath and clamp onto
the hose and press the hose onto the water
feed fitting. Tighten the supplied worm clamp
to finish the installation. (Photo 2)
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Attach pass. side intercooler support
Using a 12MM socket install the passenger
side intercooler support bracket. (Photo 1
and Photo 2)
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Attach breather and catch can assembly
Cut the curved section of hose off of the driver
side intercooler breather line disconnected
during the intercooler disassembly. (Photo 1)
Use the supplied straight coupling in the
breather assembly package and insert one end
into the hose. (Photo 2)
Cut a section of hose off of the factory blow by
sensor, right before the bend. (Photo 3)
Install that section of hose onto the crankcase
breather located right behind the breather hard
line modified earlier. (Photo 4)
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Identify the pre-assembled breather line and set
aside (Photo 1)
Locate catch can assembly and install to
passenger rail using the previously set aside air
box and mounting hardware. Air box
hardware utilizes a 12MM socket. (Photo 2
and Photo 3)
Route the end of the breather line which does
not contain the built in “T” coupler under the
intake manifold, by the power steering pump
(Photo 4)
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Slide the line under the throttle body coolant
lines and feed towards the driver side of the
manifold. (Photo 1)
Use a lubricant and install the breather line
onto the recently installed fitting on the driver
side of the intake manifold and attach using a
supplied zip tie. (Photo 2)
Connect the recently installed crankcase
breather line to the “T” located in the middle
of the breather line assembly and attach using a
supplied zip tie. (Photo 3)
Connect the far end of the breather line
assembly to the forward facing breather port
on the passenger side valve cover and attach
using a supplied zip tie. (Photo 4)
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Connect the short hose near the valve cover
onto the pre-installed catch can and tighten
using a supplied zip tie. (Photo 1)
Reinstall the breather line that was removed
during disassembly and connect to the breather
hard pipe we modified. (Photo 2)
Reconnect the other end of the OEM breather
line to the rear port on the passenger side valve
cover. (Photo 3)
Attach the evaporative system check valve,
located behind the power steering pump, to the
final “T” in the breather line assembly and
secure using a supplied zip tie. (Photo 4)
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Install expansion tank

Reassemble the expansion tank assembly using a 12MM socket.
NOTE: 2007+ STI’s will need to either shim up the expansion tank or cock it slightly to clear
the intake. This will require only supporting the tank with one bolt. This is due to a slight change
in the intake manifold design.
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Attach water return line
Use a 18MM wrench to install the 90 degree,
water return fitting onto the turbocharger.
Push the rubber return line onto the fitting.
Slide a worm clamp over the line and tighten.
(Photo 1)
Slide the supplied heat protective sheath and a
clamp onto the water return line. (Photo 2)
Connect the water return line onto the
expansion tank and tighten using the recently
placed worm clamp. (Photo 3)
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Tighten power steering line
Use one hand to hold the power steering line
in place and tighten the banjo bolt on the
pump using a 14MM socket. (Photo 1)
Use a 21MM and 7/8” wrench to tighten the
line to the banjo bolt adapter. (Photo 2)
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Prep mass air flow sensor

Remove the factory mass air flow O-ring (on the left), and replace with the thicker supplied Oring.
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Install intake
Assemble and tighten the air filter onto the
intake MAF housing.
Grease the MAF O-ring and install into the
intake with the electrical connector facing
towards the inside of the intake bend. Use a
thread locking agent on the supplied MAF
screws. (Photo 1)
Take the supplied split rubber liner and install it
around the rear most passenger fender well
opening. (Photo 2 and Photo 3)
Slide the intake assembly up into the fender
well. (Photo 4)
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Slide the supplied 3” intake coupler onto the
pipe so the intake doesn’t fall out. (Photo 1)
Confirm filter placement. (Photo 2)
Disconnect MAF electrical harness from the
electrical bracket on the passenger strut tower.
(Photo 3)
Reconnect the MAF electrical harness to the
MAF sensor. (Photo 4)
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Route MAF harness under intake assembly.
(Photo 1)
Attach 4”-3” coupler to turbo charger. (Photo
2)
Slide the three worm clamps supplied in the
intake assembly package onto the coupler on
the passenger fender. (Photo 3)
Slide the supplied 4” clamp onto the turbo
charger. (Photo 4)
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Slide the remaining intake pipe onto the turbo
charger coupler and fit into the MAF portion
of the intake assembly. (Photo 1 and Photo 2)
Check fitment and proceed to tighten all four
of the clamps. (Photo 3 and Photo 4)
Now go ahead and reinstall the fender liner.
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Connect bulkhead harness

Reconnect the various electrical connectors disconnected on the passenger strut tower.
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Attach expansion tank lines
Re-install the factory expansion tank lines
onto the coolant expansion tank. (Photo 1)
Connect the other end of the lines to the
radiator lines on the passenger side of the
radiator. (Photo 2 and Photo 3)
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Install turbo wrap
Take the pre-woven turbo blanket assembly
and wrap around the top and sides of the
turbo charger exhaust housing. (Photo 1 and
Photo 2)
Take the leads on the ends of the blanket and
wrap around the bottom of the housing. By
pulling the leads tight and tying them together,
the blanket will hug the housing, providing a
snug fit. (Photo 3)
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Install intercooler
NOTE: This step will require a bit of trial and
error based on if you’re using the factory
intercooler or aftermarket one.
Mount the intercooler adapter and coupler to
the intercooler “Y” pipe as shown. (Photo 1)
Reinstall the intercooler onto the throttle body
and let it rest on the support brackets. (Photo
2 and Photo 3)
Check the adapter pipe orientation in relation
to the turbo charger outlet and remove and readjust as necessary so that the compressor
outlet and intercooler coupler line up. (Photo
4)
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Once the placement is setup, to back and install
the included worm clamp onto the “Y” pipe
and tighten. (Photo 1)
Slip on the remaining three worm clamps in
anticipation of final installation.
Install the turbo to adapter coupler and slide
that coupler onto the turbo charger BEFORE
sliding the intercooler to throttle body coupler
in place. (Photo 2 through Photo 4)
Attach the intercooler to the driver and
passenger side support brackets with the
hardware left over during disassembly. Leave
the hardware finger tight.
Proceed to position and tighten the intercooler
clamps.
Tighten Intercooler bracket bolts.
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Install accessory cover and inlet snorkel
Using a 10MM socket reattach the accessory
belt cover. (Photo 1)
Using a 10MM socket reattach the inlet
snorkel to the top of the radiator support.
(Photo 2)
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The final steps…
As discussed in the introduction, you should already have considered and purchased the BOV
and boost control solenoid solution. Install these based on the recommendation of your tuner of
choice and then proceed down the final steps below:

•

Reattach the negative battery terminal.

•

Refill your engine oil and coolant to required levels.

•

Fill your power steering reservoir to the high mark.

•

Prime the turbo charger several times by removing your main ECM fuse in the fuse box,
and cranking the motor over until the oil pressure warning light goes out.

•

Your tuner of choice should have been able to supply you the necessary engine
management solution customized for your vehicle. If you have not selected a tuner, feel
free to contact us and our professional engine management specialists will be able to assist
you! You can call us at 1-847-678-4311

•

Replace the main ECM fuse and start your vehicle.

•

Check for proper idle and use this opportunity to properly bleed the cooling system.

•

Almost immediately the power steering reservoir will run dry. Continue to keep the
system topped off , not exceeding the high side of the reservoir until the system stops
taking fluid.

•

Check for any leaks under the vehicle. Pay special attention to the power steering, oil, and
coolant lines. In the event of a leak, shut the vehicle off immediately and address the leak
right away.

•

If there are no leaks hold a higher idle and turn the steering wheel from lock to lock very
slowly at least a dozen times. Check your fluid level and fill if necessary. Repeat this
process at least 10 more times.

•

Once the cooling and power steering systems have been properly bleed, take the vehicle
for a quick test drive. Our recommendation is to avoid positive manifold pressure until
you’re sure these two systems are working as expected. Continuously stop and check
your power steering level and fill as necessary. It could take several days for the power
steering system to completely purge any trapped air.

•

If all goes well, return and finish your installation by re-installing your splash tray.
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Congratulations!
You’ve now finished your install! We thank you for the opportunity to have been able to assist
you in reaching your automotive goals!
The staff at P&L Motorsports
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